GLOBAL REMOTE MENTORING

IBM India University Relations invites students to work and interact remotely with Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) at IBM directly.

We call this innovative remote learning as “Global Remote Mentoring”

To interact with the best in the industry:
Go to [http://university-relations.in/wps/portal/GRMStudentRegistration](http://university-relations.in/wps/portal/GRMStudentRegistration) and fill in all the relevant details of your proposed project.

Your project proposal will be evaluated and we will get back to you.

You can apply for the GRM projects anytime throughout the year.

Global Remote Mentoring is a unique program designed for 3rd and 4th Year engineering students to learn real life technical problem solving, project delivery concepts and communication skills.

This program will help you understand the impact of globalization and global delivery and get perspective of outsource modeling and global teams.

If you had a project in mind, but didn’t know how to execute it, here’s your chance!

The best SMEs are waiting to help and guide you.

For any questions write at ibmresponse@channel-technologies.com